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We describe a direct method to experimentally determine local two-qubit invariants by performing
interferometric measurements on multiple copies of a given two-qubit state. We use this framework
to analyze two different kinds of two-qubit invariants of Makhlin and Jing et. al. These invariants
allow to fully reconstruct any two-qubit state up to local unitaries. We demonstrate that measuring
3 invariants is sufficient to find, e.g., the optimal Bell inequality violation. These invariants can be
measured with local or nonlocal measurements. We show that the nonlocal strategy that follows
from Makhlin’s invariants is more resource-efficient than local strategy following from the invariants
of Jing et al. To measure all of the Makhlin’s invariants directly one needs to use both two-qubit
singlet and three-qubit W-state projections on multiple copies of the two-qubit state. This problem
is equivalent to a cordinate system handness measurement. We demonstrate that these 3-qubit
measurements can be performed by utilizing Hong-Ou-Mandel interference which gives significant
speedup in comparison to the classical handness measurement. Finally, we point to potential appli-
cation of our results in quantum secret sharing.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 42.50.Dv
I. INTRODUCTION
Local unitary invariants are fundamental quantities
that do not change after performing local unitary trans-
formations on subsystems of a composite quantum sys-
tem [1–5]. In a way they are similar to constants of
motion in classical mechanics, which remain unchanged
under some transformations performed locally on coordi-
nate systems of its parts. The invariants are proved to
be a useful and powerful mathematical tool that can be
applied in designing and analyzing quantum gates [3, 6],
quantum error correction [7] and for measuring quan-
tum correlations [8–11]. In this paper, we focus on a
two-qubit case, which is especially important for practi-
cal applications as two-qubit correlations are necessary
for performing various quantum information processing
and quantum communications tasks that rely on quan-
tum entanglement [12–14]. These applications include,
e.g., dense coding [15], quantum teleportation [16], entan-
glement swapping [17], entanglement-based quantum key
distribution [18, 19], quantum repeaters [20], quantum
nondemolition photon detection [21, 22] used for qubit
amplification [23]. Moreover, the quantum correlations
can be interpreted as a manifestation of nonlocality and
detected by breaking the Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-
Holt inequality [24–27].
Here, we demonstrate that local invariants are not only
a convenient tool to analyze these phenomena, but also
they can be used to design new experiments for measur-
∗Electronic address: bark@amu.edu.pl
ing quantum correlations and other nonlinear properties
of quantum states (like, e.g., nonlocality). For this pur-
pose we focus on two sets of local unitary invariants, i.e.,
Makhlin’s invariants I from Ref. [3] and invariants of Jing
et al. J form Ref. [5]. We show that all the investigated
invariants can be expressed as expected values of mea-
surements performed on multiple copies of a given two-
qubit system. Hence, each invariant can be expressed
as a combination of measurements with outcomes valued
±1. We group these composite measurements in three
categories, i.e., local chained, local looped, and nonlocal
measurements shown in Figs. 1-3. The local measure-
ments are invariant under local unitaries and their prime
element is a singlet projection, which is naturally imple-
mented in linear optical systems by measuring anticoales-
cence rate of photons that interfered on a balanced beam
splitter, i.e., by measuring Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) in-
terference [28]. Similar composite HOM measurements
were used in several experimental and theoretical works
related to detecting and measuring, e.g., quantum entan-
glement, quantum discord, purity of quantum states, and
performing optimal quantum tomography or measuring
spectra of density matrices (see, e.g., Refs. [10, 11, 29–
43]). The vast subject of multiphoton interferometry is
reviewed in Ref. [44]. Here, we show that some of the
most complex Makhlin’s invariants [3] can be expressed
by projections on 3 particle W -states, which do not ex-
hibit bipartite entanglement [45]. The results of such
measurements can be interpreted as measuring handness
of a coordinate system formed by three Bloch vectors.
We demonstrate that even by using projections on maxi-
mally entangled two-qubit states it is possible to perform
the handness measurement much faster than by using
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2the classical approach to the problem based on separable
single-qubit projections.
In this paper, we describe two alternative ways of
performing a test of Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt
(Bell-CHSH) inequality violation [26] to the approaches
known from the literature [26, 27, 33, 41, 43, 46–53].
Each of these methods is related to a different set of
invariants and allows to directly test the optimal Bell-
CHSH inequality and quantify the level of its viola-
tion. We also show that the presented interferometers
can be also used for measuring the fully entangled frac-
tion [54], which is useful for estimating the fidelity of
many entanglement-based quantum information proto-
cols (see, e.g., Refs. [41, 54–57]).
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we es-
tablish the theoretical framework to be used for express-
ing the invariants I and J in terms of quantities which
are measurable via HOM interference. In Sec. III, the
Makhlin’s and Jing’s et al. invariants are defined via
experimentally-accessible state projections. In Sec. IV
we describe two new approaches towards measuring Bell-
CHSH nonlocality and other quantities based on invari-
ants I and J , e.g., fully-entangled fraction. We conclude
in Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Two-qubit density matrix
A two-qubit density matrix can be represented in stan-
dard Hilbert-Schmidt form using Einstein’s summation
convention as
ρˆa,b = (
1
4 σˆ
⊗2
0 +siσˆi⊗ σˆ0+piσˆ0⊗ σˆi+βi,j σˆi⊗ σˆj)a,b, (1)
where in the case of photonic polarization qubits the
Pauli matrices can be expressed in terms of projections
on horizontal |H〉, vertical |V 〉, diagonal |D〉, antidiag-
onal |A〉, left-circular |L〉, and right-circular |R〉 single-
photon polarization states, i.e., as σˆ0 = |H〉〈H|+ |V 〉〈V |,
σˆ1 = |D〉〈D| − |A〉〈A| ≡ σˆx, σˆ2 = |L〉〈L| − |R〉〈R| ≡ σˆy,
and σˆ3 = |H〉〈H| − |V 〉〈V | ≡ σˆz. The photons observed
individually have Bloch vectors s and p for subsystems
in modes a and b, respectively. The correlations between
the subsystems are described by matrix βˆ.
B. Singlet projections
Projections on singlet state are often implemented in
studying quantum aspects of polarization-encoded two-
qubit state and as an element of such quantum infor-
mation processing task as, e.g., quantum teleportation,
entanglement swapping, and dense coding etc. The sin-
glet projection can be implemented by a balanced beam
splitter (BS), which performs the following operations on
the Bell basis states [i.e., |Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|HV 〉 ± |V H〉) and
|Φ±〉 = 1√
2
(|HH〉 ± |V V 〉)] of pairs of photons in spatial
modes k and l
UˆBS|Ψ−〉k,l = −|Ψ−〉k,l = − 1√2 (|H,V 〉 − |V,H〉)k,l
UˆBS|Ψ+〉k,l = 1√2 (|HV, 0〉 − |0, HV 〉)k,l (2)
UˆBS|Φ±〉k,l = 12 (|2H, 0〉 − |0, 2H〉)k,l
± 12 (|2V, 0〉 − |0, 2V 〉)k,l,
where |0〉 is the vacuum, |V,H〉k,l = bˆ†k,V bˆ†l,H |0, 0〉, and
|2V, 0〉k,l = 1√2 bˆ
†2
k,V |0, 0〉k,l, etc. These transformations
can be derived in the Heisenberg picture with input and
output annihilation operators for polarization p = H,V
are aˆk,p, aˆl,p and bˆk,p, bˆl,p, respectively. For this BS the
input-output relations read as aˆk,p = (bˆk,p+ bˆl,p)/
√
2 and
aˆl,p = (bˆk,p − bˆl,p)/
√
2. Thus, if we detect at the same
time one photon in each output of the BS, we perform
the singlet projection. Similarly, if we detect two photons
of orthogonal polarizations in a single output mode of the
BS, we perform the |Ψ+〉k,l state projection. In the latter
case, one usually uses polarizing beam splitters (PBS).
It can be shown by direct calculations that a singlet
projection
Pˆ−k,l =
1
4 (2σˆ0 ⊗ σˆ0 − σˆi ⊗ σˆi)a,b = (|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|)k,l (3)
performed on photons in modes k and l is equivalent to
a two-particle observable (σˆi ⊗ σˆi)k,l = σˆ⊗20 − 4Pˆ−k,l for
particles k and l. This projection on a singlet state is
graphically represented throughout this paper as a red
curve (see Figs. 1-3). The multiple copies of a given
two-qubit state are depicted as dashed lines with black
and white ends representing the potentially quantum-
correlated subsystems of Alice and Bob.
When we have access to multiple copies of the same
bipartite system we can perform singlet projections be-
tween various qubits. However, not every possible se-
quence of projections is needed for determining the val-
ues of local invariants. These sequences depend on the
particular invariants. For the invariants discussed in
this paper we can group the possible sets of projections
into local chained projections (singlet projections are per-
formed only locally, see Fig. 1), local looped projections
(similar as chained projections, but all qubits are paired,
see Fig. 2), and nonlocal projections (singled projections
made on systems that are locally separated , see Fig. 3).
We will demonstrate that, if we analyze only J invari-
ants [5] we do not need to apply the nonlocal projections.
Note that some of the projections shown in Figs. 1–
3 require a high number of copies of a given two-qubit
state and performing experiments with a large number
of photon pairs may be very challenging [44]. However,
there are experimental works using multiple copies of a
two-qubit state to measure nonlinear properties of the
quantum system [29, 41, 42].
3c1 c2 c3
c4 c5 c6
c7 c8 c9
FIG. 1: Local chained singlet projection measurements.
With each label we associated a probability of projecting the
multicopy system onto singlets (red curves), i.e., HOM antico-
alescence. This notation is used for expressing both Mahklin’s
and Jing’s invariants in terms of multicopy singlet projections.
Note that every low rank composite singlet projection can be
observed as an invent in a more complex interferometer de-
signed to measure a higher rank chained singlet projection.
l1 l2 l3
FIG. 2: The same as in Fig. 1 but for looped singlet measure-
ment sequences. Note that all measurement corresponding to
diagrams from c1 to c8 can be implemented by an interferom-
eter designed for measuring one of the looped diagrams ln for
n = 1, 2, 3.
C. Reducing W-state projection to singlet
projections
The second prime measurement that appears in the
most complex of Makhlin’s invariants is a three-particle
observable
Wˆk,l,m = (|W0〉〈W0|+ |W1〉〈W1|
−|W2〉〈W2| − |W3〉〈W3|)k,l,m, (4)
where |W0〉k,l,m = (|HHV 〉 + ei2pi/3|HVH〉 +
ei4pi/3|V HH〉)k,l,m/
√
3, |W1〉k,l,m = (|V V H〉 +
l0 l¯1 l¯2
c¯1 c¯2 c¯3
FIG. 3: Nonlocal chained and looped singlet projection op-
erations. With each label we associated a probability of pro-
jecting the multicopy system onto singlets (red curves). This
notation is used for expressing both Mahklin’s invariants in
terms of multicopy singlet projections. Note that measure-
ments c¯1 and c¯2 can can be performed in interferometers de-
signed for measuring l¯1 (only c¯1) or l¯2.
ei2pi/3|V HV 〉 + ei4pi/3|HV V 〉)k,l,m/
√
3, |W2〉k,l,m =
(|HHV 〉 + e−i2pi/3|HVH〉 + e−i4pi/3|V HH〉)k,l,m/
√
3,
|W3〉k,l,m = (|V V H〉 + e−i2pi/3|V HV 〉 +
e−i4pi/3|HV V 〉)k,l,m/
√
3, are W -states that mani-
fest only tripartite entanglement. This observable
emerges while dealing with determinants of matrices
formed by 3 Bloch vectors describing qubits in modes
k, l,m, i.e, Wˆk,l,m = er,s,t(σˆr ⊗ σˆs ⊗ σˆt)k,l,m. It is inter-
esting that this measurements quantifies the imbalance
between the probabilities of 3-qubit state belonging
to two subspaces (one spanned by |W0〉k,l,m, |W1〉k,l,m
and the other by |W2〉k,l,m, |W3〉k,l,m) being complex
conjugates of themselves. The complex conjugation
of a state is associated with time reversal symmetry
and Wˆk,l,m measurements break this symmetry. Thus,
such a measurement can discriminate spins rotating in
the opposite directions. This measurement can be also
interpreted as a way of distinguishing left-handed and
right-handed coordinate system formed by Bloch vectors
corresponding to the 3 measured qubits. This is a simple
example of quantum supremacy, where a projection on
an entangled state provides an answer to the stated
problem (calculating an arbitrary 3 dimensional determi-
nant) much faster that the classical analysis. Note that
there is an elegant method of projecting a 3-photon state
on a W -state [58–60]. However, this method works with
limited probability and would not allow us to distinguish
between the pair of states (|W0〉k,l,m, |W1〉k,l,m) and
(|W2〉k,l,m, |W3〉k,l,m).
It turns out that we can implement the W -state pro-
jection by HOM interference by using its alternative rep-
resentation, i.e.,
Wˆk,l,m = wˆk,l,m + wˆl,m,k + wˆm,k,l (5)
projection with 3 configurations of HOM interferometer
4i
BS
PBS
PBS
DV,k
DH,l
DH,k
DV,l
DV,m
DH,m
k
l
m
aˆk
aˆl
bˆk
bˆl
PBS
FIG. 4: Optical circuit for implementing linear-optical mea-
surement of observable wˆk,l,m given in Eq. (6). The cir-
cuit implement is composed of a pi/2 phase shift correspond-
ing to a phase factor i, a balanced beam splitter (BS) de-
scribed by Eq. (2), polarizing beam splitters (PBSs), and de-
tectors Dp,n that count photons of polarization p = H,V
in spatial modes n = k, l,m. This circuit registers the
outcome +1 if the following triples of detectors register
a photon each, i.e., (DV,k,DH,k,DV,m), (DV,l,DH,l,DV,m),
(DV,k,DH,l,DH,m), and(DH,k,DV,l,DV,m). Similarly, it regis-
ters −1 for the triples (DV,k,DH,k,DH,m), (DV,l,DH,l,DH,m),
(DV,k,DH,l,DV,m), and (DH,k,DV,l,DH,m). The other possi-
ble detection events are associated with value 0.
using the circuit depicted in Fig. 4, where
wˆk,l,m =
[
2Sˆ(|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−| − |Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|)Sˆ† ⊗ σˆz
]
k,l,m
(6)
for photons in spatial modes k, l,m and where Sˆ =
diag[1, 1, i, i] is a single-qubit phase gate. This measure-
ment reveals an interesting feature of quantum physics.
By interference we can learn about the mutual orienta-
tion of three real (Bloch) vectors (decide if they are or-
dered in a way that form left or right-handed system) in
only three measurements. Using a direct approach one
has to measure all 3 components of all 3 vectors (i.e.,
9 measurements in total in the general case of quantum
correlated 3-qubit state). Thus, in this case we deal with
quadratic speed-up. If one could measure the W -state
projections directly, this speed up would be even greater.
III. LOCAL UNITARY INVARIANTS OF
TWO-QUBIT STATES
A. Makhlin’s Invariants
The invariants described by Makhlin in Ref. [3] can
be expressed in terms of the correlation matrix βˆ =
tr[(σˆi⊗σˆj)ρˆ], and the Bloch vectors s = tr[(σˆi⊗σˆ0)ρˆ] and
p = tr[(σˆ0 ⊗ σˆj)ρˆ]. The matrices σˆi for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 are
the Pauli matrices with σˆ0 being the single-qubit iden-
tity matrix. These invariants [3] are given as I1 = det βˆ,
I2 = tr(βˆ
T βˆ), I3 = tr(βˆT βˆ)2, I4 = s2, I5 = [sβˆ]2,
I6 = [sβˆβˆ
T ]2, I7 = p2, I8 = [βˆp]2, I9 = [βˆT βˆp]2,
I10 = (s, sβˆβˆ
T , s[βˆβˆT ]2), I11 = (p, βˆT βˆp, [βˆT βˆ]2p),
I12 = sβˆp, I13 = sβˆβˆT βˆp, I14 = eijkelmnsiplβjmβkn,
I15 = (s, sβˆβˆ
T , βˆp), I16 = (sβˆ, p, βˆT βˆp), I17 =
(sβˆ, sβˆβˆT βˆ, p), I18 = (s, βˆp, βˆβˆT βˆp). Here (a,b, c)
stands for the triple scalar product a · (b× c) and eijk is
the Levi-Civita symbol.
As shown is Ref. [43], the Makhlin’s invariants relevant
to measuring entanglement in terms of negativity are as
follows
I1 = − 83{l0[l0(4l0 − 3) + 6(c¯1 − 2l¯1)]
+3l¯1 − 6c¯2 + 8l¯2},
I2 = 1 + 16l1 − 4(c2 + c1),
I3 = 1 + 256
(
c22 + 4c3 + c
2
1 + l2
)− 8(c2 + c1)
I4 = 1− 4c2, (7)
I5 = −4c1 + 32c3 − 64c5 + (1− 4c2)2,
I7 = 1− 4c1,
I8 = −4c2 + 32c3 − 64c4 + (1− 4c1)2,
I12 = 1 + 16c3 − 4(c2 + c1),
I14 = 16[l
2
0(1− 4c¯1) + 2l0(4c¯2 − c¯1)
−l¯1 + 4c¯1 l¯1 + 2c¯2 − 8c¯3],
where the relevant 13 terms l0, c2, c¯1, c1, l1, c3, l¯1 c¯2, l¯2,
c5, c4, l2, c¯3, are singlet projections depicted in Figs. 1–
3 and can be measured utilizing only HOM interfernce.
Similarly, we find the following 3 of the remaining invari-
ants
I6 = 1− 1024c8 − 4(3c2 + 2c1)
+16(3c22 + 4c3 + 2c2c1 + c
2
1)
−64(c32 + 4c2c3 + 2c5 + 2c3c1 + c4)
+256(c23 + 2c2c5 + 2c6)
I9 = 1− 1024c7 − 4(2c2 + 3c1)
+16(c22 + 4c3 + 2c2c1 + 3c
2
1)
−64(2c2c3 + c5 + 4c3c1 + c31 + 2c4) (8)
+256(c23 + 2c6 + 2c1c4),
I13 = 1 + 256c6 − 8(c2 + c1)
+16(c22 + 3c3 + c2c1 + c
2
1)
−64[c5 + c3(c2 + c1) + c4],
that can be measured using very similar interferometers
composite HOM to these described in Ref. [43]. These
can be designed as explained in Ref. [43], i.e., by con-
structing interferometers that would at best (if all the
detector pairs detect anticoalescence) measure the values
of c7 or c8, and for other combinations of aniticoales-
cence and coalescence events would measure polynomials
of cn for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The remaining six remain-
ing invariants In for n = 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18 require a
new approach. These six invariants are needed only to
bound the signs of the components of the s and p vec-
tors. Thus, their absolute values are not important. We
cannot measure them directly only with HOM interfer-
ence limited only to coalescence and anticoalescence de-
tection. This is because in order to estimate the value
5of a three-particle observable 〈eijkσˆi ⊗ σˆj ⊗ σˆk〉k,l,m for
particles k, l, and m one needs to measure Wˆk,l,m defined
in Eq. (4). The physical interpretation of this Wˆ mea-
surement is the difference of the probabilities of Bloch
vectors of the three qubits forming left-hand and right-
hand coordinate system. If one performs only the an-
ticoalescence detection, at best one measures Wˆ 2k,l,m =∑
n=0,1,2,3 |Wn〉〈Wn|k,l,m = Pk,l + Pk,m + Pl,m, which
does not break the time reversal symmetry. Hence, only
with simple interferometers we can measure only I2n for
n = 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, where the sign is lost and it
makes the invariants useless. However, Wˆ measurement
can be performed indirectly as explained by Eq. (6) and
in Fig. 4.
It is very interesting to observe that one would need
three-particle measurements to measure directly some of
the local two-particle invariants. However, these hand-
ness invariants are special as they reveal mutual orienta-
tion of the Bloch vector components of the subsystems of
density matrix ρˆ (i.e., the signs of si, pi for i = 1, 2, 3) [3],
while other I invariants could be used only to determine
the absolute values. Thus, any locally invariant proper-
ties of a two-qubit state can be assessed by using only
singlet and W -state projections on multiple copies of the
two-qubit system. The latter can be expressed by modi-
fied |Ψ±〉 projections and σˆz measurements as shown in
Eq (6). Hence, we can measure the J invariants with
only HOM interference and σˆz measurement. The exact
experimental procedure for measuring invariants In for
n = 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18 is straightforward, but it would
take much space to cover in detail. For sake of clarity
of the paper we list only the partial observations needed
for such measurements within the above-described frame-
work in Appendix A. All these observations are local.
B. Jing’s et al. invariants
It turns out that we do not needW state measurement
or σˆz to check if a two two-qubit states are equivalent up
to local unitaries. Remarkably it was shown by Jing et
al. [5] that there are 12 local invariants that are equivalent
to the set of 18 Makhlin’s invariants. This means that
both sets of invariants are sufficient to decide if any pair
of two-qubit states is locally equivalent. The 6 Makhlin’s
invariants In for n = 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18 are inequiva-
lent to trivial polynomials of Jing’s invariants, as at the
most fundamental level they cannot be reduced to simple
singlet projections on multiple copies. However, we find
that Jing’s invariants can be related to other Makhlin’s
invariants via singlet projections in the following way
J1 = tr(βˆ
T βˆ) = I2,
J2 = tr(βˆ
T βˆ)2 = I3,
J3 = tr(βˆ
T βˆ)3 = 12 (6I
2
1 − I32 + 3I2I3),
J4 = s
2 = I4,
J5 = [sβˆ]
2 = I5,
J6 = [sβˆβˆ
T ]2 = I6,
J7 = p
2 = I7, (9)
J8 = [βˆp]
2 = I8,
J9 = [βˆ
T βˆp]2 = I9,
J10 = sβˆp = I12,
J11 = sβˆβˆ
T βˆp = I13,
J12 = sβˆβˆ
T βˆβˆT βˆp.
In particular we can also express J3 and J12 as J3 =
4096l3 − 3072(c7 + c8) + 768(2c6 + c4c1 + c5c2 + c23) −
64[3c4 + 3c5 + 6c3(c1 + c2) + c
3
1 + c
3
2] + 48(2c3 + c
2
1 + c
2
2 +
c1c2) − 12(c1 + c2) + 1 and J12 = 4096c9 − 1024(c7 +
c8 + c6c1 + c6c2 + c3c4 + c3c5) + 768(3c6 + c4c1 + c5c2 +
c23)− 64[2c4 + 2c5 + 6c3(c1 + c2) + c31 + c32 + c21c2 + c22c1] +
16(5c3 + 3c
2
1 + 3c
2
2 + 4c1c2)− 12(c1 + c2) + 1, respectively.
The interferometer for measuring J12 is equivalent to an
interferometer designed for measuring c9 in the case of
detecting only anticoalescene events and other polyno-
mials of cn for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 for specific combi-
nations of anticoalescene and coalescence events in the
relevant detector pairs. Now we can make two interest-
ing observations. Firstly, unlike the Makhlin’s invariants
all the invariants can be expressed by only local loops
and chains. Secondly, note that the measurement of I1
includes only nonlocal singlet projections which are fun-
damentally different from those which measure I21 (only
local singlet projections). This can be seen by express-
ing I21 only by J3, I2, and I3, which all three can be
measured using only local singlet projections. The oper-
ational simplicity of J invaraints has its price, but also
some benefits. For example, due to the lost information
about the sign of I1 and no apparent way of extracting
the value of I14, we cannot calculate a value of nega-
tivity using solely J invariants. On the other hand, if
one uses J invariants there is no need for performing Wˆ
measurement to check, if two states are equivalent up
to local unitaries. Moreover, all the projections needed
here are local. Hence, despite its benefits for verifying lo-
cal equivalence of states, Jing’s invariants appear to not
be useful for measuring quantum entanglement (i.e., for
measuring negativity we need both I1 and I14 invariants
that are measured via nonlocal measurements). However,
still they can be applied to measuring nonlocality, as we
demonstrate in the following section.
6Da,2
Da,3
Db,2
Db,3
Da,1 Db,1
FIG. 5: Interferometric configurations for measuring two in-
dependent invariants I2 and I3 (or J1 and J2) associated with
looped singlet projections l1 and l2 with two and four copies
of polarization-encoded ρˆ. Subsystems of a single copy are de-
picted as black and white discs connected with dashed lines.
Photons interfere on beam splitters BS and their coalescence
or anti-coalescence is detected by detector modules Da,n (Al-
ice) and Db,n (Bob) for n = 1, 2, 3. For detailed analysis of
all the possible detection events see Tab. I. To measure these
invariant one needs to access at most 2 or 4 copies of the in-
vestigated state for I2 and I3 (or J1 and J2), respectively. All
the measurements are local.
Da,1
Da,2
Da,3
Db,1
Db,2
Db,3
FIG. 6: Same as in Fig. 5, but for an interferometer mea-
suring J3. To measure this invariant one needs to access 6
copies of the investigated state. For detailed analysis of all
the possible detection events see Tab. II.
IV. TWO INVARIANT-BASED METHODS FOR
MEASURING BELL-CHSH NONLOCALITY
Nonclassical correlations of polarizations can be mea-
sured by measuring only the eigenvalues of Rˆ = βˆβˆT ma-
trix. As it was experimentally demonstrated in Ref. [41],
if one works with two copies of a density matrix, only
six measurements are required to learn the eigenvalues
rn for n = 1, 2, 3. These eigenvalues can be used to ex-
press not only the maximal degree of Bell-CHSH inequal-
ity violation but also, e.g., fully-entangled fraction, and
entropic entanglement witness for symmetric states [41].
The Horodecki measure of Bell (or CHSH) nonlocality
can be expressed as [61]:
M = TrRˆ−min[eig(Rˆ)]− 1. (10)
D0,1
D1,1
D2,1
D1,2
D2,2
D2,3
FIG. 7: Same as in Fig. 5, but for an interferometer measur-
ing I1 in terms of (from top) l0, l¯1, and l¯2. All the measure-
ments are nonlocal (singlet projections are performed between
subsystems of Alice and Bob). To measure this invariant one
needs to access at most 3 copies of the investigated state.
For detailed analysis of all the possible detection events see
Tab. III.
TABLE I: Interpretation of detection events of the inter-
ferometers shown in Fig. 5. Each couple of detectors Da,n
and Db,n for n = 1, 2, 3 detects coalesce or anti-coalescence
for a pair of impinging photons. The accumulated counts of
(anti-) coalescence events can be grouped into c coalescence or
s = a+c sum of coalescence (c) and anti-coalescence (a). The
total number of all detection events in Da,1 and Db,1 is Z1.
The remaining detection events accumulate to Z2. Depend-
ing on the measured quantity, one can choose the required
detection events in accord with Fig. 1 or Fig. 2.
Da,1 Da,2 Da,3 Db,1 Db,2 Db,3 Fig. 5
s - - s - - Z1
s - - a - - Z1c1
a - - s - - Z1c2
a - - a - - Z1l1
- s s - s s Z2
- s s - s a Z2c1
- s s - a s Z2c1
- s s - a a Z2c21
- s a - s s Z2c2
- s a - s a Z2c3
- s a - a s Z2c3
- s a - a a Z2c4
- a s - s s Z2c2
- a s - s a Z2c3
- a s - a s Z2c3
- a s - a a Z2c4
- a a - s s Z2c22
- a a - s a Z2c5
- a a - a s Z2c5
- a a - a a Z2l2
7TABLE II: The same as in Tab. I, but for an interferometer shown in Fig. 6
Da,1 Da,2 Da,3 Db,1 Db,2 Db,3 Fig. 6 Da,1 Da,2 Da,3 Db,1 Db,2 Db,3 Fig. 6
s s s s s s Z a s s s s s Zc2
s s s s s a Zc1 a s s s s a Zc2c1
s s s s a s Zc1 a s s s a s Zc2c1
s s s s a a Zc21 a s s s a a Zc2c21
s s s a s s Zc1 a s s a s s Zc3
s s s a s a Zc21 a s s a s a Zc1c3
s s s a a s Zc21 a s s a a s Zc4
s s s a a a Zc31 a s s a a a Zc1c4
s s a s s s Zc2 a s a s s s Zc22
s s a s s a Zc3 a s a s s a Zc2c3
s s a s a s Zc3 a s a s a s Zc2c3
s s a s a a Zc4 a s a s a a Zc23
s s a a s s Zc1c2 a s a a s s Zc2c3
s s a a s a Zc1c3 a s a a s a Zc6
s s a a a s Zc1c3 a s a a a s Zc23
s s a a a a Zc1c4 a s a a a a Zc3c4
s a s s s s Zc2 a a s s s s Zc22
s a s s s a Zc1c2 a a s s s a Zc2c3
s a s s a s Zc3 a a s s a s Zc5
s a s s a a Zc1c3 a a s s a a Zc6
s a s a s s Zc3 a a s a s s Zc2c3
s a s a s a Zc1c3 a a s a s a Zc23
s a s a a s Zc4 a a s a a s Zc6
s a s a a a Zc1c4 a a s a a a Zc7
s a a s s s Zc22 a a a s s s Zc32
s a a s s a Zc5 a a a s s a Zc2c5
s a a s a s Zc2c3 a a a s a s Zc2c5
s a a s a a Zc6 a a a s a a Zc8
s a a a s s Zc2c3 a a a a s s Zc2c5
s a a a s a Zc23 a a a a s a Zc8
s a a a a s Zc1c4 a a a a a s Zc8
s a a a a a Zc7 a a a a a a Zl3
Its values are positive if the Bell-CHSH inequality is vio-
lated and it reaches the maximumM = 1 for maximally-
entangled states. To express the fully-entangled fraction
f = 14
(
Tr
√
Rˆ+ 1
)
, (11)
which can be used to quantify the fidelity of many
entanglement-based protocols [41, 55–57], one needs to
calculate the square roots of the eigenvalues. Finally, the
sum of eigenvalues of Rˆ can be used directly to express
the entropic entanglement witness E for equal purities of
subsystems a and b (i.e., Trρ2a = Trρ2b), and it reads as
E = 2(Trρˆ2a,b −min[Trρˆ2a,Trρˆ2b ]) = 12 (TrRˆ− 1). (12)
The measured value of this witness is positive, if it detects
quantum entanglement and is negative otherwise. The
spectrum of Rˆ can be calculated by measuring the first
three invariants of Jing by applying only local projections
or by measuring the first three invariants of Makhlin on
fewer copies of the investigated state, but with using non-
local projections. The spectrum of a three-dimensional
matrix is given by the roots of the following polynomial
in r in terms of J-invariants
− r3 + J1r2 + (J21 − J2)r + J31 + 2J3 − 3J1J2 = 0 (13)
or in terms of I-invariants
− r3 + I2r2 + (I22 − I3)r + I32 + (6I21 − I32 ) = 0. (14)
A similar approach can be used for determining eigen-
values of density matrices [38]. The specialized inter-
ferometers designed for measuring these projections are
depicted in Figs. 5,6 and 5,7 for invariants J and I, re-
spectively. The sets of projections necessary to determine
8TABLE III: Same as in Tab. I, but for interferometers mea-
suring nonlocal singlet projections form Fig. 3. Each couple
of detectors D0,1, D1,1, D1,2, and D2,n, for n = 1, 2, 3 detects
coalesce or anti-coalescence for a pair of impinging photons.
D0,1 D1,1 D1,2 D2,1 D2,2 D2,3 Fig. 7
s - - - - - Z1
a - - - - - Z1l0
- s s - - - Z2
- s a - - - Z2c¯1
- a s - - - Z2c¯1
- a a - - - Z2 l¯1
- - - s s s Z3
- - - s s a Z3c¯1
- - - s a s Z3c¯1
- - - s a a Z3c¯2
- - - a s s Z3c¯1
- - - a s a Z3c¯2
- - - a a s Z3c¯2
- - - a a a Z3 l¯2
the eigenvalues r in the case of working with Makhlin’s
and Jing’s et al. invariants are listed in Tabs. I,II, and
III. From these sets of projections it is apparent that we
can learn the value of, e.g., optimal CHSH nonlocality by
using fewer copies of ρˆ in the case of nonlocal HOM in-
terferometers (see Fig. 7) than in the case of local HOM
interferometers (see Fig. 6).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied two different sets of funda-
mental invariants of two-qubit states. We demonstrated
how to perform direct measurements of Makhlin’s and
Jing’s et al. invariants by applying HOM interference on
multiple copies of the investigated two-qubit state. The
developed techniques for designing such interferometers
can be useful for designing new experiments for testing
the quantum theory. We observed that W -state pro-
jections needed in direct measurements of some of the
high order (n = 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18) invariants In solve a
classical problem of deciding handness much faster than
any classical (local) strategy. Our analysis of Jing’s et
al. invariants also revealed that the nonlocal measure-
ments or W -state projections are unnecessary for check-
ing the equivalence of any two given two-qubit states.
We demonstrated that by using nonlocal interferometers
we learn the sign of I1, which is not possible with using
only local interferometers. Learning this sign is an ex-
tra information gain appearing from different (nonlocal)
connections in the same quantum circuit. This makes
the nonlocal measurements more efficient for quantifying
nonclassical correlations than the local ones in terms of
the resources needed for such measurements.
Alice and Bob can learn the value of the sign of I1 only
by collaborating with each other, either by performing lo-
cal or nonlocal measurements. For this reason this extra
information gain in the case of the joint measurements
performed by Alice and Bob could be useful in quantum
information processing or communication tasks similar
to quantum secret sharing [62], but in a way that is in-
variant to local unitary operations. Naturally, for testing
fundamental physics of nonlocality one should perform
only local measurements to avoid cyclic reference to non-
locality. However, the nonlocal interferometers in some
scenarios can be more useful for quantitative measure-
ments. We demonstrated the usefulness of nonlocal pro-
jections explicitly on the two examples of HOM interfer-
ometers designed to quantify CHSH nonlocality, linear
entropy and fully-entangled fraction with only local or
both local and nonlocal HOM interferometers. We com-
pare these setups in context of measuring nonlocality in
Tab. IV. Note that for all the method based on eigen-
values of Rˆ the product of the number of copies and the
number of measurement is constant and equals 12. Thus,
the effciency of these methods under perfect conditions
would be the same and does not depend on the number
of copies. The method based directly on finding singular
values of the correlation matrix βˆ seems to be the most
experimentally efficient but it is at the same time the
most mathematically complex. This means that the re-
quired calculations can be computationally intensive and
require some hardware to perform them. The singular
values are typically found by first solving the eigenprob-
lem for βˆβˆT = Rˆ [63]. Thus, the presented experimental
methods based on eigenvalues of Rˆ can be interpreted as
quantum-hardware implementations of calculating func-
tions of spectrum of βˆβˆT and they shift a part of the
computational effort from postprocessing to the exper-
iment. This gives a physical meaning to the abstract
algebraic operations required for measuring such funda-
mental quantities as nonclocality M or fully-entangled
fraction f , and other quantities defined via optimal mea-
surements. This implies the existence of a trade off be-
tween the experimental complexity and computational
complexity of the relevant measurements and their post-
processing.
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9TABLE IV: The comparison of various methods for measur-
ing Bell-CHSH nonlocality given by Eq. (10). Note that one
can use various combinations of numbers of copies and mea-
surements as some of the measurements can be performed in
parallel (see Figs. 5-7).
method copies measurements procedure
direct [26] 1 ∞ all CHSH inequalities
βˆ matrix 1 9 local
Rˆ matrix 2 6 local
I1, I2, I3 4 3 nonlocal
I1, I2, I3 6 2 nonlocal
I1, I2, I3 12 1 nonlocal
J1, J2, J3 6 2 local
J1, J2, J3 12 1 local
Appendix A: Detection events for the handness
invariants
Note that all the W -states used in this paper are in-
variant under cyclic permutations. This fact can be
used to group measurement outcomes. Our analysis
of the expressions for Makhlin’s invariants In for n =
10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18 resulted in the complete list of the
detection events depicted in Fig. 8.
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